So my hypothesis (it’s amazing how pop[ular] this is) in ’93 2Pac just says, “Keep ya head up!” and yeah, that’s the set up ‘cause I sense you’re getting fed up. Many of you are caught up in the struggle and want to let up...but you can’t! ...well, I can’t... See, I’ve been at it for a while and I haven’t reached the last mile – yet. So I let out huge sigh... hence [Science] all the hard fouls – Tech! I know a move of God must be on the way, I can even hear the engine nearing [Engineering] my path. So I even made a list of my goals so that I can see my future in numbers – Math.

But sometimes I feel like, I can’t go more than two steps without dropping the ball – it’s traveling. Because of all the hard D [defense] in a [DNA] plan to outrun my past – it’s unraveling. The baggage will take the fierce out of your fight in no time... but that’s why I like traveling light – like photons. But even with a clean slate my A’s never seem straight, because I keep fat-fingered this calculator and making mistakes. But I can do it...well, you can do it...No one said it would be easy but they said it would be worth it. You can still give the best you have even if it isn’t perfect. EVEN - if the class is bringing oranges and you were bringing apples. And you’re feeling ODD like the wrong emPHAsis on the wrong sylLABles... Don’t give up.

Rarely would you ever see life work out algebraically. And I’ma tell you, straight from me, life’s been rough lately. But no one can ever take from me, what I work for patiently. Even if I obtain my dream without the fame or celebrity, I will keep going see without them even knowing me. And I will continue to write my story – and you write your story – in TECHNIMETRIC STEM Poetry.

Future Engineers | STAY WITH IT (2012)

Future Engineers... It’s our time and you gotta own. If you got the force to go the distance than it’s your moment. But you gotta stay up on it. You ask[x] the why[y] component? I choose STEM because it sales [cells] and I think that I can clone it. But we cannot possibly settle for mediocrity, much less quit and hang it up – like apostrophe. So success then is probable, though the stats said it wasn’t. Your confidence limits how much negativity affects your absolute value – it doesn’t. See, a great future is near but you just must exercise a little patience to chase it. But you say, “My best grade this year has been a C +[+] plus it’s like learning a new language – it’s Basic. Keep your Visual [dream] though the stress gets visceral, put it all on the plotted line every time with no residual [e = y - ŷ]. To sustain your plane listen, you can’t just blame Physics. The game is yours if you remain and stay with it. So, if your current travels seem highly resistant, remember the power behind is greater than the path before - so soar and go get it!